As some of you are aware http://www.satanisgod.org is no longer functional. We are working to restore it and also take further decisions and improvements for the sites.

Of course as anyone can imagine there was absolutely no reasoning as per usual and the same kvetching involved.

The enemy has no right to persecute people on online and all they have is eternal jew talk to do.

Sites of rabbinical drivel and jews on Youtube telling that they will exterminate and enslave the Goyim Animals are perfectly allowed. After all this is the supremacism of the jews, a supremacy that they want no infringement upon, nor anyone can question, as the jews being totally innocent may kill said people or do them other ills.

So people have to shut up, smile, and pretend nothing is there while all our rights and nations are going down the drain.

This is the absolute state of the internet and the world today.

What can you easily find and should by all means find easily online in the Jew infested internet? You can find it easy.

Our sites as it should be known have been heavily persecuted same as us lately. Keeping them up and caring for them has since become a main purpose to me and a full time job. This is a huge setback and sacrifice but the community comes first at any rate, than any individual.

The state of the internet today is that everything that is critical or not of liking to the said "powers that be", that they do not even try to hide anymore of their abuse (jews).

What is freely hosted and accepted online?

The moral people of the Registrar GoDaddy consider it a moral duty of theirs to ransack the property of "Nazis" who do the ultimate crime or criticizing jews, but their Great Morality also allows them to host for decades all sorts of sickening and even underage pornography.

Buying illegal weapons - Check
Buying Drugs - Check
Buying slaves - Check
Gore websites which promote criminality - Check
Sites giving elaborate instruction to kill oneself - Check
Communist websites - staging coups and other criminal activity - Check
Fake "Nazi" websites who are basically breaking every law in known existence - Check

What CANNOT and is IMMORAL and WRONG to exist in the web?

A website that tells people how to meditate and reach the Pagan Gods in the most clear manner. That cannot exist by any means.

But it can and it will, you bet it will.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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